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COMPLEX DYNAMICS IN ECOLOGICAL TIME SERIES1
PETERTURCHINANDANDREWD. TAYLOR
SouthernForestExperimentStation, 2500 ShreveportHighway,Pineville,Louisiana 71360 USA
Abstract. Although the possibility of complex dynamical behaviors-limit cycles,
quasiperiodicoscillations, and aperiodic chaos-has been recognizedtheoretically,most
ecologists are skeptical of their importancein nature. In this paper we develop a methodology for reconstructingendogenous (or deterministic)dynamics from ecological time
series. Our method consists of fitting a response surfaceto the yearly population change
as a function of laggedpopulationdensities. Using the version of the model that includes
two lags, we fitted time-series data for 14 insect and 22 vertebratepopulations. The 14
insect populations were classified as: unregulated (1 case), exponentially stable (three cases),

dampedoscillations(six cases),limit cycles (one case),quasiperiodicoscillations(two cases),
and chaos (one case). The vertebrateexamples exhibited a similar spectrumof dynamics,
althoughthere were no cases of chaos. We tested the resultsof the response-surfacemethodology by calculatingautocorrelationfunctionsfor each time series. Autocorrelationpatternswere in agreementwith our findingsof periodicbehaviors(dampedoscillations,limit
cycles, and quasiperiodicity).On the basis of these results,we conclude that the complete
spectrum of dynamical behaviors, ranging from exponential stability to chaos, is likely to
be found among natural populations.
Key words:autocorrelationfunction; chaos; complex deterministicdynamics;delayeddensity dependence;dynamical behaviorsof populations;insect population dynamics;limit cycles; long-term
populationrecords;nonlineartime-seriesmodelling;quasiperiodicity;
time-seriesanalysis.

INTRODUCTION

The relative importance of density-dependentvs.
density-independentfactorsin determiningpopulation
abundancesand dynamicsis a centralissue in ecology.
Much of the debate over this question has focused on
two opposing viewpoints (e.g., Nicholson 1954, Andrewarthaand Birch 1954).Accordingto the firstviewpoint populationsare regulatedaround a stable point
equilibriumby density-dependentmechanisms,while
the second one maintains that population change is
largely driven by density-independentfactors. There
is, however, a third possibility. In addition to stable
point equilibria,density-dependentprocessescan produce complex population dynamics - limit cycles,
quasiperiodicoscillations, and aperiodicchaos. While
the possibility of such dynamics has been recognized
theoreticallysince the 1970s (May 1974, 1976), most
ecologistshave remainedskepticalof their importance
in nature.
One well-knownattemptto determinethe frequency
of various kinds of dynamic behaviors in insect populations was made by Hassell et al. (1976). They concluded that most naturalpopulationsshow monotonic
damping(the most stable kind of equilibriumbehavior),with only 1 case (out of 24) of dampedoscillations,
1 case of a limit cycle, and no cases of chaos. Despite
a numberof caveatslisted by Hassell et al. (1976), this
I Manuscriptreceived 18 June 1990; revised 20 December
1990; accepted 7 February1991; final version received 11
March 1991.

resultwas very influentialin convincingecologiststhat
complex dynamicsarerarelyfound in nature(e.g., Berrymanand Millstein 1989, Nisbet et al. 1989). In this
paperwe arguethat the results obtained by Hassell et
al. (1976) largely resulted from their overly simple
method of analysis.Most importantly,they used a single-species model that lacked delayed density dependence. Delayed density dependence, however, is expected to arise as a result of biotic interactions in
multispeciescommunitiesand as a resultof population
structure(Royama 1981, Murdoch and Reeve 1987;
L. R. Ginzburg and D. E. Taneyhill, unpublished
manuscript),and in fact is found in many insect populations (Turchin 1990). Using a single-speciesmodel
without delayed density dependencebiases the results
in favor of stability,since complex dynamicsare more
likely in higher-dimensionalsystems, and mistakenly
analyzingsuch systems in fewer dimensions will tend
to hide this complexity (Guckenheimeret al. 1977,
Schafferand Kot 1985).
One approachto higher-dimensionalanalysisof ecological time series has been advocatedby Schafferand
co-workers(Schaffer1985,SchafferandKot 1985, 1986,
Kot et al. 1988), who used the method of "phase-space
reconstruction"in which unknown densities of interacting populationsare representedwith lagged densities of the studiedpopulation.Schafferand Kot (1986)
examined time series of several natural populations
and concluded that reconstructeddynamics of these
populationsresembledchaos. The major weakness of
such analysis, however, is its reliance on visual (and
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thereforeinherentlysubjective)examinationof reconstructedattractors(Berrymanand Millstein 1989, Ellner 1989).
In this paperwe build on ideas of both Hassell et al.
(1976) and Schafferand Kot (1986). Our goal is to
develop an objective methodology for extractingdeterministicdynamics from short and noisy ecological
time series. Unlike Hassell et al. (1976) who specified
a particularequation with which to model data, we
used a generaland flexible methodologydescribedby
Box and Draper (1987), the response-surfacemethodology (RSM). We followed Schafferand Kot (1985)
by using lags to representthe multidimensional dynamics of the system (e.g., unknown densities of interactingspecies or age structure).We used our methodology to reconstructdeterministic dynamics from
long-termrecordsof population fluctuationsof 14 insects (with some furthercomparisonsto 22 mammal
and bird species).
Since the methodologyproposedhere is new, we do
not know how well it succeedsat reconstructingcomplex dynamics from data. This is especially true for
detectingchaos. However, methodologiesfor detecting
periodic behaviors (e.g., limit cycles) are well understood. Accordingly,we begin by using one of these
methodologies,which is based on estimating the autocorrelationfunction (ACF)for each data set. We use
ACF patterns to characterizepresence or absence of
periodic behaviors in natural populations, and then
compareACF resultsto conclusionsreachedwith the
response-surfacemethodology.Ourlogicis thatif RSM
is not capableof extractinglimit cycles from data,then
there is little hope that we can use it to detect chaos.
If, on the other hand, we can accuratelyreconstruct
one kind of nonequilibriumbehavior,limit cycles,then
confidencein our ability to reconstructanother kind,
chaos, is correspondinglyenhanced:
METHODS

The data set
We collected and analyzed every terrestrialanimal
populationtime series we could obtain, subjectto the
following criteria:(1) Data were annual and continuous; if a time series had missing data, only the longest
uninterruptedperiod was used. (2) Time series had to
contain at least 18 yr of continuous census data, so
thatno less thanhalfthe total degreesof freedomwould
always be availablefor the errorterm in our response
surfacemodel (see Reconstructingendogenousdynamics . . ., below). (3) The data were for a single locality
(spatial scale having been determinedby the original
author).Where several time series were available for
the same species, we selectedthe longest one, to avoid
overrepresentationof much-studiedspecies.
We exercised no selectivity beyond applying these
criteria.Nonetheless, our data set cannot be regarded
as representativeof naturalpopulations,since the orig-
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inal investigators'selection of populationsfor study is
inherentlybiased. In particular,forestpests exhibiting
outbreaksclearlyare over-represented.
Considerationsof space prevent us from fully discussing our results for all 36 time series (Table 1 and
Table 2). As a compromise, we show the complete
spectrumof resultsfor all seriesin one group-insects.
We selected insects for detailed discussion partly because we are most familiarwith this group. More importantly, insect data sets tend to be more reliable,
since the majority of insect data were collected with
the specificgoal of quantifyinginsect populationfluctuations, unlike the data extractedfrom fur returnsor
bag records.Nevertheless,as will be seen later, many
of the patternsfound in mammal and bird data sets
are very similar to insect patterns.
Investigating time series with autocorrelation
functions

As the first step in our analysis of the population
time series, we used the qualitative diagnostic techniques based on estimating the autocorrelationfunction (ACF; Box and Jenkins 1974; for discussions of
ACF in ecological context see Finerty [1980], Nisbet
and Gurney[1982]). Priorto the analysisthe values of
population density at each year, Nt, were log-transformed, L, log N. The autocorrelationfunction is
estimatedby calculatingthe correlationcoefficientbetween pairs of values Lt, and L, separatedby lag r
(r = 1, 2, . . . ). These correlationcoefficientsare then
plotted as a function of lag r.
The shape of the estimated ACF provides insights
regardingtwo aspectsof populationdynamics:stationarity and periodicity.A process is stationaryif its dynamicalpropertiesdo not changeduringthe period of
the study. Stationaryprocesses fluctuatearound constant mean levels, with constant variances.As will be
seen later, our ability to reconstructthe endogenous
dynamicsof a systemdependsconsiderablyon whether
they are stationary, or not. ACFs of stationary processes are characterizedby an exponential decay to
zero, either monotonic or oscillatory(Box and Jenkins
1974).
OtherACF patternsindicate various forms of nonstationarity.A possible cause of nonstationarydynamics is density independence, perhaps arising because
density regulation only occurs at extreme levels"floors"and "ceilings"-that were not encounteredby
the population during the study. Such a population
undergoesa "randomwalk," in which the population
graduallywandersaway from its initial density. There
is, then, no truemean aroundwhich fluctuationsoccur.
Alternatively,environmentalchanges occurringon a
time scale comparableto the length of the observed
time seriescould producea gradualtrendin the mean.
In eitherof these situations,the ACF will decay slower
than exponentially,and will become increasinglynegative at long lags (Fig. 1A).
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Summary of insect time series.
Species

Phyllopertha horticola (garden chafer)
Choristoneurafumiferana (spruce budworm)
Dendrolimus pini (pine spinner moth)
Hyloicus pinastri (pine hawkmoth)
Dendroctonusfrontalis (southern pine beetle)
Panolisflammea (pine beauty moth)
Lymantria monacha (nun moth)
Bupalus piniarius (pine looper)
Hyphantria cunea (fall webworm)
Vespula spp. (wasps)
Drepanosiphum platanoides (sycamore aphid)
Lymantria dispar (gypsy moth)
Zeiraphera diniana (larch budmoth)
Phyllaphisfagi (beech aphid)

Nonstationarity can also be caused by externally
driven periodic changes in the mean. The resulting
dynamicshave been called "phase-rememberingquasi-cycles" (Nisbet and Gurney 1982), since the exogenous forcing factor maintains the regularityof the
oscillation despite random perturbations in abundances.The ACF of such a system might look like the
one in Fig. 1C: it does not decay to zero, but rather
oscillates around zero with constant amplitude. The
period of oscillation of the ACF is determinedby the
periodicityof the externalforcingfactor.In ecologythe
most importantsuch periodic factoris seasonality.By
using only data sets that reportedpopulationdensities
on a yearlybasis, however, we have avoided the complications of seasonality.
In addition to externally driven nonstationaryperiodicity,stationaryperiodicitymay arisefrom the endogenous dynamics of the system. Population fluctuationswith an endogenousperiodiccomponent("phaseforgettingquasi-cycles,"Nisbet and Gurney 1982) will
be produced when the deterministic dynamics are
damped oscillations (arounda stable point equilibrium), a limit cycle, or "weak"chaos (Poole 1977). The
ACF of these systemsis characterizedby an oscillatory
decay to zero (Fig. 1D). In contrast,a nonperiodicstationarysystem, resultingfrom exponentialstability(of
a point equilibrium),will have a monotonically decaying ACF (Fig. 1B).
As a diagnostictool the estimatedACFis much more
useful than "eyeballing"the observed time series. By
averagingover, and thus smoothing, the noisy time
series, ACF reveals the periodic patternin the data if
it is present.The averageperiodof oscillationsis readily determinedby observingat which lagsACF achieves
its maxima. The speed with which ACF maxima approach zero reveals the strengthof the periodic component, that is, how long the process "remembers"its
history. Finally, a quick, although crude, test of the
hypothesisthat there is a periodic component in population fluctuationscan be performedby determining
whetherACF at the lag equal to one period is greater
than the 95%confidencelimit.

Reference

Time period

Milne 1984
Royama 1981
Schwerdtfeger 1941
Schwerdtfeger 1941
Turchin et al. 1991
Schwerdtfeger 1941
Bejer 1988
Schwerdtfeger 1941
Morris 1964
Southwood 1967
Dixon 1990
Montgomery and Wallner 1987
Baltensweiler and Fischlin 1987
Dixon 1990

1947-1975
1945-1972
1881-1940
1881-1930
1958-1987
1881-1940
1900-1941
1881-1940
1937-1958
1921-1946
1969-1987
1954-1979
1949-1986
1969-1987

Using lags to representmultidimensional
dynamics of the system
Numerical changes of a population typically affect
and are in turn affectedby the populationabundances
of resources,naturalenemies, and competitors.Thus,
in order to understandand predict how a population
changes with time, we need information about the
abundances of interactingspecies. However, usually
data are availableonly for a single population,and we
never know abundancesof all populationsin the community.This difficultycanbe overcomeby considering
the populationchangefrom the previousyear t - 1 to
the currentyear t as a function of not only previous
year's density, N,-,, but also of densities N,-2, N,-3,
.... The mathematicaljustificationfor this methodology is provided by a theorem proved by Takens
(1981), and the method has been successfullyused in
many physicaland chemical applications(e.g., Argoul
et al. 1987), whereit is called "attractorreconstruction
TABLE 2.

Summaryof vertebratetime series.

Species
Lynx
Foxes (two species)
Coloredfox
Marten
Arctic fox
Mink
Muskrat
Coyote
Snowshoehare
Varyinghare
Squirrel
Belyakhare
Lynx
Fox
Wolf
Parchmentbeaver
Wolverine
Rabbit
RuffedGrouse
Black-capped
Chickadee
Heron
GreatTit

Time period
1821-1934
1879-1930
1834-1925
1834-1925
1834-1925
1914-1957
1914-1957
1914-1957
1847-1903
1884-1908
1933-1955
1932-1954
1932-1954
1932-1954
1932-1954
1752-1849
1752-1911
1862-1932
1915-1972
1958-1983
1934-1952
1912-1941

Reference
Moran 1953
Elton 1942
Elton 1942
Elton 1942
Elton 1942
Keith 1963
Keith 1963
Keith 1963
Leigh 1968
Naumov 1972
Naumov 1972
Labutin 1960
Labutin 1960
Labutin 1960
Labutin 1960
Jones 1914
Jones 1914
Middleton 1934
Keith 1963
Loery and
Nichols 1985
Lack 1954
Lack 1954
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1. Theoretical shapes of autocorrelation functions for (A) a process with nonstationary mean and no periodicity; (B)
a stationary process with exponential return to equilibrium; (C) a process driven by an exogenous periodic force, or phaseremembering quasi-cycle; (D) a stationary process with endogenously generated periodicity, or phase-forgetting quasi-cycle.
FIG.

in time delaycoordinates"(Schaffer1985, Ellner1989).
Representingthe unknowndensitiesof interactingspecies with delayed density dependenceis also a venerabletraditionin populationecology(Hutchinson1948,
Moran 1953, Berryman1978, Royama 1981). Essentially, one replacesthe "true"multivariatesystem describingdeterministicpopulationchange
Nt 1 =

G1(Ntl-

Nt2

= G2(Ntl

Ntk

=

1, Nt2 1, . . . , Nk1

1, Nt2_ 1,

Gk(Ntl_1, Nt_l,

Ntk- 1)
..

1)

,

(whereN/ is the density of species i at time t, and Gi
is a function describingthe change in the density of
species i with respect to the densities of interacting
species) with a single equation for one species that
involves lags
NtP = F'(Nt- 1, Nt2,

...

.

Nt

).

(1)

It is important to note that Ni can refer not only to
populations of interactingspecies, but also to abundances of differentcohorts of the same species, if the
populationhas age, physiological,or spatial structure.
The above argumentleadsus to the followinggeneral
model:
Nt = F(Nt-1,

Nt-2,

...

, Nt-p,

't),

(2)

where we have added the exogenous component Etto
the equation for population change. ("Endogenous"
refersto dynamicalfeedbacksaffectingthe system, includingthose that involve a time lag, e.g., naturalenemies. "Exogenous"refersto density-independentfactors that are not a part of the feedbackloop.) We will
model the exogenous component as a random, normally distributedvariable with mean zero, and variance o,2. The quantityp is-theorder of the process,that

is, the maximum lag time beyond which a past value
of populationdensityhas no directeffecton the current
populationchange (autocorrelationscan persist much
longerthanp, since past values of N affectintermediate
values, which in turn affectpresent).
Reconstructingendogenousdynamics with
response-surfacemethodology
Our major goal in this paper is to develop a methodology that would objectively determinethe type of
the dynamic behavior that characterizesthe endogenous component of population change. Several approacheshave been suggested,all based on the method
of reconstructingthe attractorin time-delayed coordinates describedin the precedingsection. One is to
estimate the dimensionality of the reconstructedattractor(for the explanationof this approachsee Ellner
[1989]). This approachappearsto work for perfectly
accuratedata even with relativelyshorttime-series(50
points), althoughdealingwith noisy data sets remains
problematic(Ellner1989). Anotherapproachrelies on
the directestimation of Lyapunovexponentsfrom experimentaltime series(Eckmannand Ruelle 1985,Wolf
et al. 1985; for an explanationof Lyapunovexponents
see Abrahamand Shaw [1983]). This method requires
enormous amounts of data: a minimum of several
thousand data points is needed to characterizea lowdimensional attractor(Vastano and Kostelich 1986).
The method of Sugiharaand May (1990), which uses
nonlinearforecastingto detect chaos in noisy time series, also requires substantialamounts of data (5001000 points in their applications).
Making as few assumptions as possible about the
natureof the process that has producedthe observed
time seriesis a powerfulfeatureof the above methods,
but it is also theirweakness.Suchnonparametric,mod-
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el-independentapproachestypically require plentiful
data points. In ecology,wherethe length of time series
rarelyexceeds 20-30 yr, one is forced to use a parametricapproach,which is much more frugalwith data
points.
The approachthat we followedin this paperconsists
of approximatingthe functionFin Eq. 2. This function
describes the behavior of trajectorieson the reconstructedattractor,and thus knowingits propertiesgives
us a complete descriptionof the system dynamics.For
example,the dynamicbehaviorof F could be formally
characterizedby calculatingits dominant eigenvalue
and dominantLyapunovexponent. Alternatively,one
may determine the type of dynamics simply by iterating Eq. 2 on the computer, and observing the resulting dynamics. We have followed the latter course
in this paper.
A potential problem associated with using a parametric approach,however, is that one may happen to
choose an inappropriatemodel with which to approximate F. This possibility can be minimized by using
the general method of response-surfacefitting describedby Box and Draper(1987). Briefly,this method
is similarto regularregressionin that it employs polynomials for approximatingthe shape of F. However,
both the response (dependent)variable and the predictor (independent)variables are transformedusing
the Box-Coxpowertransformation(BoxandCox 1964),
with the transformationparameter(the exponent)being also estimatedfrom the data. In the followingparagraphswe describe the logic and details of the approach with which we have extracted endogenous
dynamics from ecologicaltime series.
The first step is to decide on the number of lags p
to include in the model, that is, the "embeddingdimension" (Schaffer1985). Ideally, since the correctp
is unknown,one should start with a low-dimensional
model and then increasethe dimension until the result
does not dependon furtherincreasein dimensionality.
In practice,due to datalimitations(primarilythe length
of a time series) only a few lags can be examined. In
their attempt to extract deterministicdynamics from
data, Hassell et al. (1976) used a model with only one
lag (only direct density dependence):
Nt = XN1_1(l + aNt_,)-4.

(3)

We took the next step and used a model with two lags
(in other words, we added delayed density dependence). Thus, the generalmodel (Eq. 2) becomes
N, =

F(Nt1,

NI-2,

eC).

(4)

Biologicalconsiderationsindicatethat F can be represented as a product of N,1 and the per-capitareplacement ratef(Nt~, Nt-2, Es). In general,f will have
a simplerform, and can be approximatedwith a polynomial of one orderlower than F. For example, iff is
a monotonicallydecreasingfunction of N,1 and Nt-2,
it can be approximatedwith a first-orderpolynomial
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x
2. Results of fitting a function Y = aX-?2 (E) with
polynomialsof second (
) and third order(- -).
FIG.

(together with appropriate transformations of the predictor variables), while the function F will have a maximum and will need to be approximated with a quadratic polynomial. These considerations lead us to the
following model:
N, = N,_J(Nt-1,

Nt_2

Et).

(5)

We are now in position to estimate f by fitting a response surface to the observed replacement rate
NI/N,-, as a function of N, , and N,-2. Highly nonlinear
dependence of the replacement rate on lagged population densities in several data sets and in some theoretical models (P. Turchin and A. D. Taylor, personal
observation), necessitated using polynomials of at least
second order (see Box and Draper 1987). However,
polynomials by themselves are notoriously bad at approximating both the function and its derivative, especially for log-like functions that are characterized by
rapidly changing derivatives. Consider, for example,
data plotted in Fig. 2. Fitting a quadratic polynomial
to the nonlinear function represented by points, we find
that at high values of the predictor variable, the fitted
function has a positive slope, while the actual function
has a -negative slope. Correct estimation of the slope
offis crucial to the success of accurately reconstructing
endogenous dynamics, since whether an equilibrium
is stable or not, and whether the attractor is periodic
or chaotic will depend on the derivatives of f Using
higher-degree polynomials does not help, even though
they provide a progressively better approximation to
f since higher-degree polynomials "oscillate" around
the true function (e.g., the cubic polynomial in Fig. 2).
In addition, such an approach is very wasteful of degrees of freedom. A better approach, proposed by Box
and Cox (1964), is to power-transform either predictor,
or response variables, or both. The logarithm is naturally embedded in the power transformation family,
since letting 0 - 0 is equivalent to a log transformation
(Box and Cox 1964; see also Sokal and Rohlf 1981:
423-426).
While transforming predictor variables affects only
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This model has a total of eight parameters (six parameters defining the quadratic surface and two transformation exponents). The best transformations (0-values) of the predictor variables for any specific system
are unknown, and need to be estimated from the data.
0
The transformations were estimated by fitting the mod.................................................................
el (Eq. 6) by least squares for all combinations of 01
and 02 equal to {-1, -0.5, 0, . . ., 2.5, 3} (using log1
transform when 0i = 0) and selecting the 0-values that
resulted in the smallest residual sum of squares (Box
and Draper 1987). The farther the estimated 0i is from
1, the more nonlinear is the transformation.
The type of RSM-extracted dynamics was determined by iteration of the model (Eq. 6) on the computer. The initial values N1 and N2 were set equal to
the mean population density of the observed series.
This procedure decreased the likelihood of being mis50
30
40
60
led by multiple attractors, if any were present. The
YEAR
simulated trajectory was plotted as an N, vs. N,1 phase
plot. If the trajectory approached a single point, the
ACF
system was classified as stable. If the trajectory settled
1_1
onto several points, the dynamics were classified as a
limit cycle. In many cases the trajectory would not
..........................................................
settle onto a finite number of points, but instead all
0-O .
the points in the phase space would be lying on an
ellipse (after discarding transients). Such dynamical behavior, called "quasiperiodic" in mathematical literature, results when the period of the oscillation is irrational, so that the solution never repeats itself exactly
(Schaffer and Kot 1985). This kind of behavior is commonly found in discrete models of order > 1, such as
the model (Eq. 6). From the ecologist's point of view,
the distinction between limit cycles and quasiperiodic
dynamics is not very important, so we will treat them
together as a single category. Finally, a "strange" atACF
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FIG. 4. The time series of Dendrolimuspini and its au-
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X

the functional shape of f transformation of the response variable also affects the error structure. Population data are non-negative, often right-skewed, and
more variable when the mean is large. Taking logtransforms of the response variable, a standard procedure in population ecology (Moran 1953, Finerty
1980, Royama 1981, Pollard et al. 1987), tends to
alleviate all these problems at the same time (Ruppert
1989). Accordingly, we log-transformed the replacement rate NI/N,_, obtaining the rate of population
change, rt log(Nt/Nt-1). Defining X NAlt1 and Y
Nt2 2,

the above argumentleads to the followingmodel

for extracting deterministic dynamics from data:

+ a12XY

+

Et-

_....................................................................
-1
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rt = ao + aIX + a2Y + a1AX2
+ a22Y2

................
*--------..............

(6)

FIG. 5. Populationfluctuationsin Dendroctonusfrontalis
and its autocorrelationfunction (ACF). Data are plotted on
the arithmetic(not log-transformed)scale.
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Summary of reconstructed dynamics.
Response-surface model result

Autocorrelation function

Species

No regulation

Non-stationary
Non-periodic
Non-stationary or a very long cycle
Non-stationary
Non-periodic*
Non-stationary
Non-periodic*
Non-stationary
Non-periodic
Stationary
Non-periodic
Stationary
Non-periodic
Stationary
Suggestive of periodicity
Stationary
Suggestive of periodicity
Stationary
Suggestive of periodicity
Stationary
Periodic (2 yr)
Stationary
Periodic (8.5 yr)
Stationary
Periodic (9 yr)
Stationary
Suggestive of periodicity

Phyllopertha horticola
Choristoneura fumiferana
Dendrolimus pini
Hyloicus pinastri
Dendroctonus frontalis
Panolis flammea
Lymantria monacha
Bupalus piniarius
Hyphantria cunea
Vespula spp.
Drepanosiphum platanoides
Lymantria dispar
Zeiraphera diniana
Phyllaphisfagi

Exponentially stable
Exponentially stable
Damped oscillations
Damped oscillations
Exponentially stable
Damped oscillations
Damped oscillations
Damped oscillations
Damped oscillations
Limit cycle (2 yr)
Quasiperiodicity (:z 7 yr)
Quasiperiodicity (; 8 yr)
Chaos

* Autocorrelation function of the detrended series suggests periodicity.
t Damped oscillations extracted from the detrended series.
t Diverging oscillations and chaos extracted from the first and second half of the series, respectively.

.tractor, indicating chaotic dynamics, can look much
like an ellipse that has been stretched and then folded.
Another possibility is for a strange attractor to be separated into several discontinuous pieces (see Schaffer
[1987] for the explanation of many routes to chaos,
and examples of phase graphs for various kinds of
attractors).
When iterating the model (Eq. 6) using an estimated
response surface with noise, or a chaotic response surface without noise, the trajectory occasionally jumps

TABLE

4.

outside the range of observed N, values. This causes a
difficulty, because the shape of the response surface
where it is not constrained by data points may be quite
strange, e.g., the surface could blow up to infinity. In
order to prevent such occurrences, the values of the
functionf(N,-, N,-2), at the boundary of the box in the
Nt-,N,2 phase space defined by the maximum and
the minimum of the observed series, were extrapolated
for areas outside the box. In other words, when the
simulated trajectory left the minimum-maximum box,

Estimated response-surface parameters, as defined by Eq. 6.
Species

Phyllopertha horticola
Choristoneura fumiferana
Dendrolimus pinni
Hyloicus pinastri
Dendroctonusfrontalis
Panolisflammea
Lymantria monacha
Bupalus piniarius
Hyphantria cunea
Vespula spp.
Drepanosiphum platanoides
Lymantria dispar
Zeiraphera diniana
Phyllaphisfagi

01
-1.0
0.0
3.0
1.5
0.0
0.5
0.0
3.0
3.0
0.5
1.0
-0.5
0.5
2.5

02

0.5
- 1.0
1.0
2.0
1.5
3.0
-1.0
1.0
-1.0
0.0
-1.0
0.5
0.0
3.0

ao

-2.637
0.028
0.163
0.339
0.291
1.306
-1.370
0.655
0.408
5.241
2.722
2.894
-4.174
1.130

a,

0.399
-0.282
0.034
-0.217
-1.157
-2.660
-0.262
0.003
-0.061
-10.251
-3.665
-0.208
4.349
-2.532

a2

a,1

a22

a12

6.280
-0.007
-0.665
-0.326
0.193
-0.010
0.062
-1.522
-0.632
-0.646
0.292
-8.170
-1.790
-0.452

-0.003
-0.081
0.000
0.029
-0.211
0.700
0.054
0.000
0.001
3.986
0.646
0.005
-1.280
0.564

-2.887
0.000
0.089
0.005
-0.125
-0.000
-0.002
0.185
0.176
0.303
-0.027
1.753
-0.124
0.001

-0.661
-0.002
-0.024
-0.009
0.386
0.013
-0.037
-0.005
-0.046
1.385
-0.108
0.297
0.437
-20.363

1.5-

The Dendroctonus frontalis population exhibited a
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0 .05-

_0.6

0.2

5/-

(C)

different kind of nonstationarity, in which the mean
stayed more or less constant, but the amplitude of the
oscillation increased with time, with both the peaks
becoming higher and the troughs lower (Fig. 5). One
possible explanation of this pattern is increased instability of the Dendroctonus population as a result of a
several-fold enrichment of this beetle's food base over
the last 30 yr (Turchin et al. 1991).
Several insect populations appeared to have periodic
dynamics: significant periodicity was found in the ACF's
of three populations (Fig. 3E, F, and G), and the ACF
was suggestive of an oscillation in an additional four
cases (Fig. 3H, J, K, and L). In each of the three periodic
cases the ACF was of the phase-forgetting kind, that
is, the peaks in ACF decayed at higher lags. This suggests that oscillations in these populations are driven
not by an exogenous periodic force, but by endogenous
dynamics.

a

Reconstructed endogenous dynamics

I

0 .

5

10

15

I

I

20

25

Applying response-surface methodology (RSM) to
the insect time series indicated the following spectrum
of endogenous dynamics: no regulation (one case); sta30

YEAR
FIG. 6. Hyphantriacunea: observed time series (A), and
trajectoriespredictedby response-surfacemodel (RSM)without noise (B), and with noise (C) (E, is normallydistributed
with mean zero and standarddeviation a = 0.2).

6 _

(A)

543-

the computer program evaluated the function f(Nt1,
Nt_2) at the point on the box boundary nearest to the
point (Nt-1, Nt-2).

4 _

(B)

RESULTS

Autocorrelation function (ACF) patterns
Several insect data sets exhibit ACFs suggestive of
nonstationarity. The ACF of Phyllopertha horticola,
the garden chafer, does not decay to zero, but instead
becomes progressively more negative as the lag increases (Fig. 3A). Two other populations appear to
oscillate around a nonstationary mean (Figs. 4 and 3C).
The level around which the Dendrolimus pini population is fluctuating appears to have first decreased, and
then increased, while the population of Hyloicus pinastri exhibited a downward trend. We estimated the
long-term trend for Dendrolimus by fitting a quadratic
polynomial to Nt as a function of time. Subtracting the
estimated trend from the time series ("detrending"),
we obtain a series that appears to fluctuate around a
constant level, and whose ACF is of the periodic phaseforgetting kind (although not quite significantly periodic at 95% level) (Fig. 4). This example shows that
the ability of the ACF to detect periodic behaviors is
sensitive to whether the underlying process is -stationary or not (see also Box and Jenkins 1974).

2

5 _

(C)

10

20

30

40

YEAR

FIG. 7. Zeirapheradiniana:observedtime series (A), and
trajectoriespredictedby response-surfacemodel (RSM)without noise (B), and with noise (C) (e, is normally distributed
with mean zero and standarddeviation a = 0.2). Note that
the deterministictrajectoryin (B)does not exactlyrepeatitself
every oscillation.This is an exampleof quasiperiodicbehavior, in which the periodof oscillationis an irrationalnumber.
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FIG. 8. Lymantriadispar:observed time series (A), and
trajectoriespredictedby the response-surfacemodel (RSM)
withoutnoise (B),andwith noise (C)(Etis normallydistributed
with mean zero and standarddeviation a = 0.2).

ble, exponential damping (three cases); stable, oscillatory damping (six cases); limit cycle (one case); quasiperiodicity (two cases); and chaos (one case) (Table 3).
The parameters defining estimated response surfaces
are listed in Table 4 for each insect species. In the
following subsections we will consider each of these
categories in turn, paying particular attention to whether the RSM results are consistent with those from the
ACFs, and to the effects of nonstationarity.
No regulation. -Iteration of the model estimated by
RSM for the garden chafer, Phyllopertha horticola, exhibited unstable behavior: at first the population grew
at a very slow rate, and then it suddenly crashed (population density decreasing by about five orders of magnitude). Regressions of rt on lagged population densities N,1 and N,2 (Turchin 1990) did not indicate any
density regulation in this population, suggesting that
the garden chafer population may undergo a densityindependent "random walk." This conclusion is supported by the nonstationary shape of the ACF (Fig.
3A), and is in agreement with the previous analysis of
Milne (1984). With a very large number of data points
that were generated by a density-independent population process, RSM would fit a level plane to the scatterplot of rt as a function of N,1 and Nt-2. Since we
had to deal with a limited amount of data, it appears
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that RSM fitted the vagaries of the data rather than
the actual relationship, producing a meaningless result.
Equilibrium dynamics: exponential stability. -Of the
three cases classified by RSM as exponentially stable,
one (Dendrolimus pini) had an ACF that exhibited evidence of nonstationarity. When the Dendrolimus data
were made stationary with quadratic detrending, RSM
suggested that this population may be in the oscillatory
damping regime, which agrees with the periodicity exhibited by the ACF of the detrended series (Fig. 4).
This result demonstrates the sensitivity of RSM results
to nonstationarity.
The case of Choristoneurafumiferana presents a puzzle. Although it was suggested that this population undergoes periodic outbreaks (Royama 1984), regressing
rt on lagged population densities did not detect any
signs of density-dependent regulation. The shape of the
ACF is consistent with either of the two hypotheses:
that the budworm population cycles with a very long
period, or that it is nonstationary (for example, the
population could be tracking a long-term oscillatory
trend in its food base). It is clear that data on more
than a single outbreak will be needed before we are
able to reach any conclusions about this insect's dynamics.

The final case for which RSM indicates exponential
stability is Panolisflammea. This finding is consistent
2
(A)

21

/

2_

(B)

2 _

(C)

12

10

20

YEAR

FIG. 9. Drepanosiphum
platanoides:observedtime series
(A), and trajectoriespredictedby the response-surfacemodel
(RSM) without noise (B), and with noise (C) (,etis normally
distributedwith mean zero and standarddeviation a = 0.2).
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Nt

FIG. 10. The strangeattractorextractedfrom the Phjvllaphzs
time series.This graphwas producedby iteratingEq. 6 2200
times on the computer.The first 200 points were discarded,and the last 2000 points were plotted in the Nt vs. N,4l vs. N,_2
phase space. To aid in visualizingthe attractor,a projectionof the attractoronto the Nt1 vs. N,_2plane is also shown.

with the shape of the ACF, which rapidly decays to
zero and does not show any signs of periodicity thereafter. Thus, our result suggests that density fluctuations
of almost three orders of magnitude observed in this
population were produced by density-independent factors. Nevertheless, the population is regulated around

an equilibrium, as indicated by the RSM result of exponential stability and significant regressions of r, on
both Nt- I (F1.55= 7.3 1, P < .0 1) and Nt2 (F ,55 = 7.00,
P < .05).
Equilibrium dynamics: damped oscillations. -Two
of the six cases classified as damped oscillations were
nonstationary. One, the southern pine beetle (Dendroctonusfrontalis), may have been misclassified, since
we do not know how to detrend a series with the kind
(A)
ofnonstationarity exhibited by the southern pine beetle
(constant mean but increasing amplitude of oscillations). The second nonstationary case, Hyloicus pinastri showed a trend in the mean. Removing the trend
did not alter the RSM result, but did produce stronger
evidence for periodicity in the ACF (ACF was significantly negative at the half-period, but not significantly
2
(B)
positive at the full period).
The damped-oscillation dynamics reconstructed by
RSM for the stationary cases ran the complete spectrum from rapid to slow convergence to the equilibrium. The slowest convergence to equilibrium was
found in the fall webworm population (Fig. 6B), which
is one of the populations with ACF suggestively, but
not significantly periodic. It is known that populations
characterized by oscillations slowly converging to an
3 _
(C)
equilibrium will behave like noisy limit cycles in a
stochastic environment (e.g., Poole 1977). Thus, adding a modest amount of stochastic variation to the
deterministic dynamics extracted by RSM produces
sustained pseudoperiodic oscillations (Fig. 6C).
Complex dynamics: limit cycles and quasiperiodicity. -The three insect time series that were classified by
RSM as limit cycles or quasiperiodic dynamics were
10
20
also the ones for which the ACF had a significantly
YEAR
periodic component (Fig. 3E, F, and G and Table 3).
FIG. 11. Phyllaphisfagi: observed time series (A), and
trajectoriespredictedby the response-surfacemodel (RSM) Moreover, the period of extracted oscillations was very
withoutnoise (B),andwithnoise (C)(et is normallydistributed close to the observed period: 8 vs. 9 yr for larch budwith mean zero and standarddeviation a = 0.2).
moth (Fig. 7), 7 vs. 8.5 yr for gypsy moth (Fig. 8), and
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FIG. 12. Four mammal time series for which the autocorrelationfunction (ACF)was significantlyperiodic.(A) lynx, (B)
belyak hare, (C) colored fox, (D) arcticfox.

2 vs. 2 yr for sycamore aphid (Fig. 9). The relative
amplitudeof the oscillation in the larchbudmoth and
the sycamore aphid was also matched by the RSM
trajectories(Figs. 7 and 9), althoughRSM underestimated the amplitudeof gypsy moth oscillations. Such
a close correspondencebetween patternsobserved in
actual time series and the time series generated by
responsesurfacesis a strongindicationthat RSM is at
the very least capable of correctlyreconstructingperiodic complex dynamics.
Complex dynamics: chaos.-Finally, in one case,
Phyllaphisfagi, RSM-extracteddynamics were of the
chaotic kind. The "strange"natureof the attractorextracted from this time series is apparent when it is

of RSM-estimated parameters?We addressed this
question by performinga sensitivity analysis on the
data set. We excluded each data point in turn, estimated the response surface for the reduced data set,
and determined its qualitative behavior. Our results
indicate that the prediction of chaos in this case was
not due to a freak combination of "just right" data
values, since chaoswas extractedin 9 out of 17 reduced
data sets, with the rest divided betweenlimit cycles (2
cases, with periods of 8 and 5), stability(3 cases), and
divergingoscillations leading to extinction (3 cases).
RSM-predicted dynamics (Fig. 1lB and C) were
characterizedby periods of exponentialgrowthfor 34 yr (lines of constant slope on the log scale) followed
- N,2 phase space (Fig. 10).
plotted in the N, - N
by crashes,as well as by periods of rapid oscillations.
It is not clear,however,how robustthis resultis. Does Some featuresof the observed trajectorywere similar
the prediction of chaos depend on a delicate balance to RSM dynamics. Observedtime series had two pe-
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FIG. 13. Colored fox: observed time series (A) (only the
middle 40 yr are shown), and trajectoriespredictedby the
response-surfacemodel (RSM) without noise (B), and with
noise (C) (E, is normallydistributedwith mean zero and stan-

dard deviation a = 0.2).

riods of almost exponential growth (3 and 4 yr), with
the first period followed by a crash (what happened
after the second period is unknown), and there was a
period of rapid oscillations during the middle portion
of the time series (Fig. 1 A). On the other hand, the
actual trajectory did not exhibit a rigid regulatory "ceiling" that was a characteristic feature of simulations.
Another point of similarity between the observed and
extracted dynamics was that ACFs of both exhibited
weak periodicities, with a period of 7 yr in the data
and 5 yr in the RSM model.
At this time we know little about the ability of RSM
to extract deterministic chaos from data. In addition,
the data are sparse. Therefore we cannot make any
definite statements about whether endogenous dynamics of the Phyllaphis population are chaotic or not.
However, the fact that RSM did extract chaotic dynamics in at least one case indicates that the region
within the parameter space where the model (Eq. 6) is
chaotic overlaps with the region enclosing parameter
estimates for actual insect populations. In other words,
one does not need to postulate biologically unrealistic
values of parameters to obtain chaotic dynamics within
the framework of the model (Eq. 6).
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Vertebratedata sets
The time series of vertebrate populations exhibited
a similar spectrum of ACF patterns. In particular, examination of ACFs suggested that there were four cyclic mammal populations (Fig. 12). Vertebrate populations also exhibited many of the same dynamic
behaviors that we found among insects: 3 cases exhibited unstable oscillations leading to extinction, 6 cases
were classified as exponential damping, 11 cases as
damped oscillations, and 2 as quasiperiodic dynamics.
There were no cases of chaos. Of the four mammal
populations that had significantly periodic ACF, two
were found to have quasiperiodic RSM dynamics (lynx
and belyak hare). RSM-reconstructed dynamics for the
colored fox and the arctic fox were damped oscillations.
The damped oscillations regime is more plausible than
a four-point cycle for these populations because the
ACF peaks were of rather small magnitude: ACF at
the first peak, 4 yr (ACF[4]) was <0.4 (compare this
with the lynx ACF[10] = 0.6, or the larch budmoth
ACF[9] = 0.7). Such a sharp drop-off in ACF reflects
a much noisier-looking time series of the two foxes,
compared to either lynx or belyak hare, and therefore
is more consistent with RSM-indicated oscillatory
damping, than with limit cycles. The period of damped
oscillations predicted by RSM was 4 yr (Fig. 13), the
same as the pattern in the ACF. This result once again
demonstrates the ability of RSM to accurately mimic
the patterns observed in actual time series.
DISCUSSION

Our results are very different from those of Hassell
et al. (1976), who concluded that all but 2 of their 24
insect populations had exponentially stable point equilibria. By contrast, our response-surface methodology
(RSM) found exponential stability in only 3 of our 14
insect populations. The remaining populations were
classified as unregulated (one case), damped oscillations (six cases), limit cycles (one case), quasiperiodic
oscillations (two cases), and chaos (one case). The vertebrate examples exhibited a similar spectrum of dynamics, although there were no cases of chaos. We do
not wish to claim that all of these classifications (especially the two most extreme ones, Phyllaphis and
Phyllopertha) are correct. This fairly small number of
examples does, however, include convincing cases of
periodic dynamics (damped oscillations, limit cycles,
and quasiperiodicity) and one case with parameter values at least approaching those producing chaos. We
conclude, then, that the complete spectrum of dynamical behaviors, ranging from exponential stability to
chaos, is likely to be found among natural populations.
The contrast between our findings and those of Hassell et al. (1976) resulted from three important differences in methodology: (1) fitting actual time-series data
instead of the two-step method of Hassell et al., (2)
using a model with a much more flexible functional
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14. Responsefunction estimatedfor larchbudmoth:(A) r, is a functionof N, only, and (B) r, is a functionof both

N,-1 and N,-2-

form, and (3) accounting,albeit indirectly,for the multidimensionalnatureof populationdynamicsthatcould
be due to interactionswith other populations within
the community,or to populationstructure.We believe
that the last of these differencesis the most critical.
Indeed,fittingdatawith a first-ordermodel (onlyterms
involving N,1 [the previous year'sdensity]),which in
all other respectswas identical to model (Eq. 6), produced resultsvery similarto those of Hassell et al.: 11
cases of exponential stability, 2 cases of damped oscillations, and one limit cycle (the sycamoreaphid). It
is revealingthat this truncatedmodel, as well as the
analysis of Hassell et al. (1976), classified the larch
budmoth population in the EngadineValley in Switzerland (see Baltensweilerand Fischlin 1987) as exponentiallystable,althoughthis populationis arguably
the most convincing example of a quasiperiodicattractorin our data set. This misclassificationhappened
because in this population there is little effect of N,-,
on r, (the rate of populationchange),and a largeeffect
of N,2 (compareFig. 14A to 14B). When we reduce

the dimensionalityof the model by ignoring N,-2, we
turn a clean, strongly nonlinear response surface in
threedimensionsinto a cloud of largelyuninformative
points in two dimensions. Fitting the model to these
points then yields a gentle slope (Fig. 14A), indicating
mild direct density dependenceand thus stability.
The flexibility of our RSM model, provided by inclusion of both the Box-Cox transformationand quadratic terms, also was essential for correct classification. For example, the quadraticterm (althoughnot
the second lag) was necessary for an accuratereconstruction of the sycamore aphid dynamics. Fitting a
model with either one or two lags but no quadratic
terms leads to a classificationof damped oscillations,
in contrastto the conclusion of a two-point limit cycle
obtainedby a quadraticRSM (with either one or both
lags).Simulationsof the RSM model with no quadratic
terms produced an ACF that decayed to zero much
fasterthan the ACF of either the data or the full RSM
model. In addition, the full model came much closer
to reproducingthe perfectalternationof increasesand
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decreasesseen in the observed series. Thus, the quadraticterm was essential for reachingthe correctconclusion in this case.
The precedingexamplessuggestthat leaving out importantfactors,such as delayeddensity dependenceor
strong nonlinearities, may lead to incorrectlyclassifying a population as more stable than it actually is.
In other words, use of overly simple models for reconstructingendogenousdynamics from data may be
biasedin favor of findingstability.This may well apply
to our own analysis, since regressionsof r, on lagged
populationdensities indicate that lags of orderhigher
than two are not infrequent (P. Turchin and A. D.
Taylor, unpublishedanalysis). Analysis of cases with
higherdimensionalresponsesurfacesmight well result
in additional findings of complex dynamics, though
the feasibilityof such expandedanalysiswill be limited
by the relatively short length of a typical ecological
time series.
The methodologyused in this paperis by no means
perfect.For instance, it cannot effectivelyhandle systems with multiple equilibria.By applyinga standard
model to each case, we also risk misclassifyingsome
instancesby usingan inappropriatemodel. As we noted above, inclusion of additional lags may be appropriatein a numberof cases (subjectto dataconstraints).
However,our model may be more complex than needed for some systems; whether such overfittingin any
way biases the results is unknown but under investigation.
Another limitation is that our approach currently
lacks any means for determining "confidenceintervals" around our dynamical predictions. Confidence
limits can be obtained for each parameterestimate of
the model (Eq. 6), but they tell us nothing about how
variation in parameterestimates will affect our conclusion about the type of extracteddynamics.Another
potential problem is the estimation bias that arises
when models such as Eq. 6 are fitted to data with
substantial observation errors (Walters and Ludwig
1987).
In closingwe note that much controversysurrounding the issue of population regulationstems from the
one-dimensional viewpoint, held by many, that attempts to place all populations within the spectrum
rangingfrom tight control arounda stable point equilibrium(regulation)to little or no dynamicalfeedback
in populationdensity(no regulation).Biasagainstcomplex endogenousdynamics is so strongthat most discussions or criticismsof populationregulationdo not
mention (e.g., Wolda 1989)-or even dismiss outright-the possibility that populations may undergo
cyclic or chaoticfluctuations.The followingquotations
show that this view is sharedboth by experimentalists:
"the raritywith which populationsfluctuatecyclically
in nature . . ." (Hairston 1989:6), and theoreticians:

"deterministicstability is the rule ratherthan the exception, at least with insect populations"(Nisbet and

Ecology, Vol. 73, No. 1

Gurney 1982:55). Our results suggest otherwise. We
argue, therefore, that natural populations cannot be
rankedwithin a one-dimensionalspectrumgoing from
no regulationto tight regulationaround a point equilibrium. Instead, a two-dimensionalscheme needs to
be employed, with one axis indicating the relative
strengthof the exogenous (density-independent)component, and the other axis indicating the type of endogenous dynamics.
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